American National Standards Institute
Z80 Committee on Ophthalmic Products
SHERATON SAND KEY HOTEL

ANSI Z80 PARENT COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
Tuesday, March 8, 2016: 8:30 am – 11:00 am


Call to Order and Instructions. Dr. Tom White, Chair of the Z80 Committee, called the meeting
to order at 8:30 am, Tuesday, March 8, 2016. A sign-in sheet was distributed for attendees to
document their participation. A roll call of ANSI Z80 member representatives in attendance was
made. Each person identified themselves to the group in turn around the meeting room.



Acceptance of the Agenda. The agenda that had been distributed was unanimously accepted
without modification.



Acceptance of the Fall 2015 Meeting Minutes. The minutes of the last meeting of the Parent
Committee that had been distributed were unanimously accepted without modification.



Chairman’s Comments. Dr. White welcomed everyone to the Z80 meeting and thanked them for
their support of the standards process. He announced that Mr. Michael Vitale was now the Z80
representative for the Secretariat, The Vision Council, and had officially become also the
Technical Advisory Group (TAG) Leader for the Optics and Electro-Optics Standards Council
(OEOSC). The former representative and leader, Mr. Jeff Endres, had taken a position with
Shamir Insight, Inc. as Vice President of Operations and had therefore relinquished his positions
with The Vision Council and ANSI Z80 Committee.
Dr. White also discussed the selection of delegates for representation of the United States at
regular meetings of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). At the request of the
Z80 Steering Committee, the Executive Committee had drafted a revision of the current paragraph
in the Z80 bylaws. This revision and the current paragraph were projected for view and read aloud
by the Z80 Secretary. They are attached to these minutes. After discussion, a motion was made
and seconded, and the Z80 Committee members in attendance voted unanimously to have the
revised paragraph sent out for ballot before the next meeting of the ANSI Z80 Committee.



Legal Counsel’s Report. Mr. Rick Van Arnam, Legal Counsel for the Z80 Committee, reviewed
the status of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-119 which had been revised
and republished. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the Legal Report included as a portion
of these minutes.



Secretariat’s Report. Mr. Michael Vitale, representing the Secretariat, stated that the number of
members of the Z80 Committee had remained stable at 19 member organizations. The dues for
membership at $1,550 per year were unchanged. Three ANSI Z80 standards had been approved
since our last meeting. The Z80 Committee Budget summary for 2015, the proposed budget for
2016, and a status list of Z80 Standards are included in the Secretariat’s Report included with
these minutes.



Subcommittee Reports.
SC1: Mr. Richard Whitney, Chair of Subcommittee (SC) 1, reported on the PINS voting and
status of the revision to ANSI Z80.1 on Prescription Spectacle Lenses. The written subcommittee
report was projected for view by the Z80 Committee and key points were covered by Mr.
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Whitney. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the SC1 Subcommittee report included as a
portion of these minutes.
SC2: Dr. Karl Citek, Chair of Subcommittee 2, projected the written subcommittee report for
view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Dr. Citek. The Z80 Committee is hereby
referred to the SC2 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC3: Mr. Nick Mileti, Chair of Subcommittee 3, gave a report of SC3 activity. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the SC3 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC4: Dr. Carl Tubbs, Chair of Subcommittee 4, projected the written subcommittee report for
view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Dr. Tubbs. The Z80 Committee is
hereby referred to the SC4 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC6: Dr. William Brown, Chair of Subcommittee 6, projected the written subcommittee report for
view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Dr. Brown. Dr. Brown moved that a
PINS be approved for a new work item Z80.xx Light hazard from operation microscopes used in
ocular surgery. The motion was seconded and passed. Dr. Brown also moved that a PINS be
approved for a new work item Z80.yy Slit-lamp microscopes. The motion was seconded and
passed. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the SC6 Subcommittee report included as a
portion of these minutes.
SC7: Mr. Quido Cappelli, Chair of Subcommittee 7, projected the written subcommittee report
for view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Mr. Cappelli. The Z80 Committee is
hereby referred to the SC7 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
Mr. Donald Calogero noted that the ANSI standard on Multifocal IOLs contained methods of
refractive power measurement that perhaps could be applied to multifocal contact lenses. This was
a comment regarding the draft document from Mr. Paul Ludington on Multifocal Contact Lenses.
Dr. William Benjamin replied that it would be a good idea for the SC7 to review this document.
Dr. Tubbs later agreed to supply the methodology derived in SC4 for inclusion by the SC7.
SC8: Mr. Paul Wade was introduced as the new Chair of Subcommittee 8 on data interface
exchange. He replaced Mr. Jeff Endres. There was no other SC8 Subcommittee activity reported.


Information Reports.
ANSI Z87: Mr. Richard Whitney, the Z80 representative for the ANSI Z87 Committee, informed
the Z80 Committee that ANSI Z87.1 – 2015 was published last June. The Z87.1 subcommittee
had not met since publication but plans to meet in May of this year at The Vision Council are
being finalized.
FDA: Mr. Donald Calogero, lead representative for the US Food & Drug Administration, reported that the FDA had recognized several ANSI standards. Most of these had been recognized in
total and two of them disallowing only a few phrases. He was still concerned with the ISO Final
Draft International Standard (FDIS) on endotamponades.
TC94/SC6: Mr. Dale Pfriem, the US TAG Chair for ISO/TC94/SC6, covered key points on his
written report as it was projected for view by the Z80 Committee. The Z80 Committee is hereby
referred to Mr. Pfriem’s ISO/TC94/SC6 Liaison Report included as a portion of these minutes.
US TAG for ISO/TC172/SC7: Mr. Michael Vitale, the US TAG Leader for SC7, briefly spoke
about the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) meeting on February 15, 2016. The Z80 Committee is
hereby referred to Mr. Vitale’s TAG Update in the Secretariat’s Report included as a portion of
these minutes



Next Meetings:
ISO ISO/TC172/SC7: October 24-28, 2016; Sydney, Australia.
ANSI Z80: August 21-23, 2016; Sheraton Sand Key, Clearwater Beach, Florida.
ANSI Z80: March 19-21, 2017; Sheraton Sand Key, Clearwater Beach, Florida.



New Business: Dr. Benjamin, Z80 Secretary, summarized the process by which the minutes of
the Z80 Parent Committee meeting were to be established. The draft minutes would be first
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circulated to the members of the Steering Committee for comment. Their comments would be
incorporated, where appropriate, and the various documents and reports introduced by the
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speakers about each agenda item would be attached. Thus, all subcommittee reports and cited
documents would be included with the Parent Committee’s minutes. The full report would be that
considered for approval by the Z80 Committee at its next meeting. This process appeared to meet
with the general approval of the Z80 Committee and no comments on the process were made. No
other new business was brought forward.


Closure of the Meeting: Dr. White again thanked everyone for their participation, wished them
safe travels, and brought the meeting to a close at 11:00 am.

Respectfully submitted,
WJB
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PROPOSED CHANGE TO BYLAWS REGARDING APPOINTMENT OF ISO
DELEGATES

Proposed paragraph:
Expert delegates to international standards meetings are recommended by the Chair of the
appropriate Z80 subcommittee and endorsed by the Z80 Parent Committee. Their appointments
are based on the delegates’ expertise in the technical aspects of the international standard(s)
involved, regular participa-tion in Z80 subcommittee activities in their area of expertise, and
pledge to support the consensus positions of the subcommittee on matters related to the
international standard(s) to be covered.

Current paragraph:
Expert delegates to international standards meetings are expected to participate regularly in Z80
Committee technical activities relating to their area of expertise and to attend Z80 Parent
Committee meetings where unified U.S. positions are discussed and developed.
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LEGAL REPORT
SPRING 2016
RICK VAN ARNAM

I.

OMB Circular A-119
• At previous meetings I discussed the topic of OMB
Circular A-119. This is the document that implemented
the US government’s stated goal to use consensus
standards in lieu of government-unique standards to meet
defined objectives, unless it was impractical or
inconsistent with existing law.
• It also sets out the incorporation by reference policy,
which allows federal agencies to make compliance with a
voluntary standard mandatory as a matter of law.
• I had mentioned that this circular was being revised.
So, those revisions have been completed and the
document has been republished. The highlights of the
revision include:
• Affirmatively stating a preference for the use of
voluntary consensus standards over voluntary standards
not reached by consensus AND
• Restating the preference for voluntary consensus
standards over government unique standards,
• This means that if a federal agency is seeking to
achieve a certain result, typically in a rule making
that will be codified as a federal regulation, if it can
do so using an existing voluntary consensus
standard, or even a volutary, non-consensus
6

standard, then it is do so rather than go through the
process of creating its own unique standard.
• Exceptions to this preference remain:
• the voluntary standard is inconsistent with
existing law;
• using the voluntary standard is otherwise
impractical.
• Encourage greater participation by federal agencies in
the voluntary consensus standards writing process
• The document acknowledges that the federal agency
can do more than merely vote. They can govern.
• can serve on standards writing committees
• can even serve on boards of standard writers
• Increase the transparency and stakeholder participation
by giving more advance notice of standards making
activity
a. This could be accomplished by the Fed agency
posting on its website that it plans on participating in
standards writing activities.
b. It could even include publishing notice in the Federal
Register of it planned participation
• Make standards more publicly available
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a. the government is to promote, after consultation with
standards writer the reasonable availability of the
standard if it is incorporated by reference -i. low cost publications;
ii. technological solutions etc.
• Make sure that regulations that incorporate standards by
reference are updated every 3 to 5 years to make sure
that that cited standard is still accurate and
a. The document recognized that reasons may exist for
why the agency chooses not to use the most recent
version of a standard.
i. They highlight the cost where the cost of the
new standard might not be justified the benefits
of using the standard.
The document was published in the Federal Register on 1/27/2016.
For those who want to read it, it can be accessed at this web site:
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2016/01/27/2016-01606/revision-of-ombcircular-no-a-119-federal-participation-in-the-development-and-use-of-voluntary

II.

WTO Obligation
a.

Members of the WTO sign on to the Agreement on
Technical Barriers to Trade.
1.

Pursuant to the Agreement, WTO member nations
agree to ensure that technical regulations and
voluntary standards do not become obstacles to
trade.
8

2.

Within the Agreement is the Code of Good
Practice. In a nutshell, the Code requires that
where an international standard exists or is in the
process of implementation, then standardizing
bodies at national levels must adhere to the
standard or use them as a basis for their own
national standards.

b.

This obligation is not absolute. Non-compliant
measures can be allowed to take place if they “are to
ensure the quality of exports, or for the protection of
human, animal or plant life.”

c.

However, the WTO agreements (especially the
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade) obligate the
ISO to ensure that its international standards are
globally relevant.

d.

ISO standards that are not can be challenged as barriers
to trade.
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Z80 Committee Secretariats Report
March 2016
Financial update and 2016 Proposed Budget
 Current financials
2015
Income
Proposed
Z80 Member Dues
$29,450.00
Standard Sales
$5,000.00
Total Income
$34,450.00
Expenses
ANSI and ISO Dues
Z80 Mtg Expense
Z80 Travel Expense
Z80 Legal Counsel
Z80 Insurance
Z80 Misc.
Total Expense

$19,000.00
$9,000.00
$2,500.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$35,500.00

Net Income


2015 Actual
$26,803.00
$15,953.75
$42,756.75

2016
Proposed
$27,000.00
$10,000.00
$37,000.00

$16,000.00
$17,102.00
$2,430.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,645.00
$40,677.00

$16,000.00
$10,000.00
$2,500.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$33,500.00

$2,079.75

$3,500.00

No recommendation for dues increase

Member Status
 19 Voting members
 4 Voting members are past due. Request for payment has been sent.
National Standards Approved Since August 2015
 Z80.1-2015 – Ophthalmic Optics, Prescription Ophthalmic Lenses - Recommendations
 Z80.3-2015 – Nonprescription sunglasses and fashion eyewear
 Z80.36 Light Hazard Protection for Ophthalmic Instruments- Ballot approved. BSR-9 submitted
March 3, 2016
ASC Z80 Standard Status as of 2016-02-25
 26 Standards under the ASC Z80 umbrella

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Z80.1-2015 Prescription Spectacle Lenses- approved by ANSI on August 20, 2015. Next revision due in 2020.
Z80.2 Physical, Mechanical Properties- new item, no draft available.
Z80.3-2015 Sunglasses & Fashion Eyewear- approved by ANSI on September 4, 2015. Next revision due in
2020.
Z80.5-2010 Frames- ASC Z80 voting members will vote to withdraw standard in 2016 after the adoption of
three ISO standards.
Z80.7-2013 Intraocular Lenses- ANSI approved this standard in 2013 and it will be up for revision in 2018.
Z80.9-2015 Low Vision Devices- approved by ANSI on May 5, 2015. Next revision due in 2020.
Z80.10-2014 Tonometer’s- approved by ANSI on December 5, 2014. Next revision due in 2019.
Z80.11-2012 Laser Systems for Corneal Reshaping- a PINS was submitted in June of 2014. The next revision is
due in 2017.
Z80.12-2012 Multifocal Intraocular Lenses- approved by ANSI in April of 2012. The next revision is due in
2017.

10.

Z80.13-2012 Phakic Intraocular Lenses- approved by ANSI in April of 2012. The next revision is due in

2017.
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11.
12.
13.

Z80.14 Ophthalmic Viscosurgical Devices- new item, will adopt when work in ISO is complete.
Z80.17-2013 Focimeter’s- approved by ANSI in March 2013. The next revision is due in 2018.
Z80.18-2010 Contact Lens Care Products- PINS closed in January of 2016. Standard will be revised in

2016.

14.
15.

Z80.20-2010 Contact Lenses- PINS closed in January of 2016. Standard will be revised in 2016.
Z80.21-2015 Visual Acuity Charts- approved by ANSI on April 23, 2015. The next revision is due in

2020.
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16.

Z80.23-2013 Corneal Topography Systems- approved by ANSI on November 29, 2013. The next
revision is due in 2018.

17.

Z80.24-2012 Information Interchange for Ophthalmic Equipment-was approved by ANSI on April
16, 2012. The next revision is due in 2017.

18.

Z80.27-2014 Implantable Glaucoma Devices- approved by ANSI on January 31, 2014. The next
revision is due in 2019.

19.

Z80.28-2010 Standard for Reporting Optical Aberrations of the Eye- Ballot closed in August 2015.
Notification of Right to Appeal was sent to one voter. The deadline for his appeal is March 23rd. Final approval
form will be submitted to ANSI after the NRA deadline.

20.

Z80.29-2015 Accommodative Intraocular Lenses- approved by ANSI on May 28, 2015. The next
revision is due in 2020.

21.
Z80.30-2010 Toric Intraocular Lenses- ballot closes on December 31 , public review closes on
January 25 , 2016. The standard will be worked on after the Fall 2016 meeting.
22.
Z80.31-2012 Ready Readers- approved by ANSI on July 25, 2012. The next revision is due in 2017.
23.
Z80.32 Methodology for Representation of Optically-Induced Phenomena- new item, PINS submitted in
st

th

2009

24.
25.

Z80.34 Information Interchange Billing and Billing Reimbursement- new item, PINS submitted in 2014
Z80.35 Extended Depth of Focus- new item, PINS submitted in 2014

26. Z80.36 Light Hazard Protection for Ophthalmic Instruments- ballot closes on February 26, 2016.

ASC Z80 Standard Sales for 2015
 123 Standards sold
o Z80.1-2015 = 51 (last quarter of 2015)
o Z80.3-2015 = 36 (last quarter of 2015)
Member Voting Information
 ANSI Voting logs show consistently low response from voting members. Need to
encourage members to vote even if it is just “Abstain”
 ISO Voting log shows better responses
OEOSC TAG Update
 OEOSC TAG Meeting held February 15th, 2016
o Jeff Endres resigned his position and nominated Michael Vitale as his
replacement
o Nomination was accepted by the OEOSC Board members.
 ISO TC172/SC7 meeting to be held in Sidney Australia October 24-28, 2016
o Draft meeting schedule has been distributed by DIN
o SC members to start looking into attendees for the upcoming meeting and
finalize the list at our August 2016 Z80 meeting
o Need to work
 ISO TC94/SC6 – Personal Protection Devices to hold their meeting the week prior to
TC172/SC7. This eliminates the requirement of two separate trips to Sydney
 ISOTC172/SC7 – 2018 Location?
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ANSI Z80.1 Spectacle Lens Subcommittee (SC1) Meeting Minutes
Monday, March 7, 2016 (8AM – 11AM)
Sheraton Sand Key, Clearwater Florida
Beach room
Dick Whitney – Chair
Rick Tinson – Vice Chair

1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 8:05 and began with an introduction of each in attendance.
2. Introductions & Introductory Comments / Roster
The following people were present in the SC1 meeting.

3. Acceptance of Agenda
The agenda was presented and accepted as written.
4. Acceptance of August 24, 2015 Meeting Minutes
The meeting minutes from August 24, 2015 were viewed on the screen and general contents
reviewed. There were no suggested changes or revisions, and therefore they were accepted.
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5. Nov 12 Publication / feedback on ANSI – Z80.1 – 2015
The committee discussed the publication, sales and possible future alternate methods of
distribution for ANSI Z80.1. Since the publication of the ANSI Z80.1 – 2015 standard last
November, it was reported that only 56 copies of the Standard had been sold. The purchase
price is $70, and most end users do not purchase but use summary tables rather than obtaining
a licensed copy.
The “income” from sales is used to offset meeting expenses, which is a consideration when
discussing reducing pricing. Mike Vitale noted that the Vision Council (as ANSI Z80
Secretariat) has the authority to offer licensing fees for bulk purchase, and noted that a
Canadian College of Optometry has agreed to buy 5000 at a unit price of $5 copy.
Action: It is suggested this possibility of bulk buying be more widely publicized to interested
parties that might want to consider this option. Additionally, new and novel ways of possible
future distribution were mentioned, such as developing an App to access the standard.
6. Prism thinning letter and response
A letter, written by Dr. William Stacy O.D. and addressed to the Vision Council
(Z80Secretariat) was received last September, asking if ANSI could regulate when prism
thinning could and could not be used. An excerpt from his letter is shown below. The response
to this letter was read to the committee, and a copy is attached at the end of this report.

7. Group brainstorming session to review new or existing areas worthy of committee
attention for ANSI Z80.1 – 2020 : Rick Tinson Facilitator
When planning this meeting, Rick Tinson suggested that SC1 have a brainstorming session to
help identify possible new areas to study as we work to develop the 2020 standard. As a
result, Rick led such a session, where many topics were discussed. The discussion was not
necessarily focused on what topics should standardized, but rather what areas are topics that
warrant further study and perhaps formation of sub task groups to collect information on for
committee reference in the next few years.
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Since this was a session meant to encourage dialogue on
a variety of topics, Rick provided examples on a wide
range of possible topics for the committee’s consideration. After much discussion, a list of areas was generated as shown on the right.
Action: Each committee member was encouraged to
consider what their top 3 topics would be, and it was
agreed that at the next meeting we would seek to narrow
the list. What areas to pursue further study by committee
or task groups depending upon who might champion
what?
Dick also agreed to seek input from the Vision Council
Lens Technical Committee to help provide additional
guidance to SC1.
8. Establishing editorial drafting committee for 2020
With the publication of the 2015 standard, the work of the drafting committee was completed.
The Chair thanked the committee, which consisted of Rick Tinson (Chair), Karl Citek
(Secretary), Tom Hicks, and Mike Vitale. The Chair thanked the committee for their hard
work.
In order to proceed efficiently as the committee begins its work on the 2020 revision, a
general discussion ensued to determine who would be interested to serve, and in what
capacity. Rick indicated that he would gladly serve on the committee, but preferred not to
chair it. As such, Dr. Karl Citek was nominated (while out of the room!). Upon his return, he
agreed to chair the drafting and also continue as Secretary, handling document control as was
done in the past revision. Rick suggested we may wish to examine how to improve document
control / logistics, and that will be left for the new drafting committee to discuss should the
need be identified. Members who agreed to participate in the 2020 drafting committee under
Karl were:
Rick Tinson, Tom Hicks, Keith Cross, Daniel Simonetta, Neil Roche, Mike Vitale and Dick
Whitney.
9. ISO TC172/SC7/WG3 Updates / Feedback from Oct 15 Clearwater Interim Meeting
An overview of the Oct 2015 TC172/SC7/WG3 interim meeting actions were discussed.
Included were the following topics:
ISO WD TR 20772 Ophthalmic optics - Spectacle lenses - Short wavelength visible solar radiation
and the eye

One action from that meeting pertained to the work on the TR for “short wavelength visible”. It
was agreed that the committee would enforce the original scope of work and only address the
specific wavelength region of 380nm- 400nm, which resulted in references to UV being removed.
ISO WD TR 20772 Ophthalmic optics - Spectacle lenses - Short wavelength visible solar radiation
and the eye – was distributed for comment within ISO this January, with responses due at the end of
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March. It was provided to ISO/TC 172/SC7 members for information to liaison committee

ISO/TC 94/SC 6 «Eye and face protection» for review.

ISO DTR 18476 Free form technology - Spectacle lenses and measurement
The committee reviewed the general contents of the ISO DTR on Freeform that was
circulated in February. Document type: DTR ballot Date of document: 2016-02-03
New ISO 10322 -1 and -2 2016 Revisions Published March 2016
It was noted that the revisions to the 10322 semi-finished blank standard were published this month.
ISO Abrasion Technical Report updated status – Neil Roche
Neil Roche indicated that ISO could not accept the Abrasion Technical report as his committee had
originally submitted. It was deemed to include too much historical information. It is anticipated that the
work will be reviewed at the Oct 2016 Sydney meeting to determine how to proceed.
Sydney Oct 24-28 Meetings / representation
The next ISO TC172/SC7/WG3 meetings are planned for Sydney Australia on Oct 24-28. The list of ANSI
experts who plan to attend the meeting will be developed and finalized by the August ANSI meeting.

10. Old Business
CA recognition of ANSI Z80.1
At the previous ANSI Z80.1, there had been discussion of concerns pertaining to the State of
California’s lack of recognition of recent revisions to ANSI Z80.1. Mike Vitale researched
this and recently discovered the following, which now permits use of the most recent
standard:
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE - BPC
DIVISION 2. HEALING ARTS [500 - 4999.129]
2541.3.
(a) The State Department of Public Health, the State Board of Optometry and the Division of Licensing and Division of
Medical Quality of the Medical Board of California shall prepare and adopt quality standards and adopt regulations relating
to prescription ophthalmic devices, including, but not limited to, lenses, frames, and contact lenses. In promulgating these
rules and regulations, the department and the boards shall adopt the current standards of the American National Standards
Institute regarding ophthalmic materials. Nothing in this section shall prohibit the department and the boards from jointly
adopting subsequent standards that are equivalent or more stringent than the current standards of the American National
Standards Institute regarding ophthalmic materials.
(b) No individual or group that deals with prescription ophthalmic devices, including, but not limited to, distributors,
dispensers, manufacturers, laboratories, optometrists, or ophthalmologists shall sell, dispense, or furnish any prescription
ophthalmic device that does not meet the minimum standards set by the State Department of Public Health, the State Board
of Optometry, or the Division of Licensing and Division of Medical Quality of the Medical Board of California.
(c) Any violation of the regulations adopted by the State Department of Public Health, the State Board of Optometry, or the
Division of Licensing and Division of Medical Quality of the Medical Board of California pursuant to this section shall be
a misdemeanor.
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11. Next Meeting – Monday, August 22, 2016 at the Sheraton Sand Key in Clearwater Florida
12. Adjournment – The meeting was adjourned at 11:10 AM
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Response to request for ANSI regulation of prism thinning (Agenda Item #6)

November 3, 2015
William Stacy, OD
Dr. Stacy’s Optometry
410 Palladio Pkwy 1625
Folsom, CA 95630
Dear Dr. Stacy:
Thank you for your letter of September 11, 2015, regarding thinning prism and how it is addressed in ANSI
Standard Z80.1 – Recommendations for Prescription Ophthalmic Lenses.
Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) Z80 is responsible for over two dozen standards that deal with
ophthalmic products, including prescription and non-prescription lenses, frames, contact lenses and
solutions, low vision devices, intraocular lenses, glaucoma therapies, and measurement devices. Similar to
other voluntary standards organizations in the US, members of ASC Z80 include representatives from
industry, professional associations (optometry, ophthalmology, and opticianry), government (FDA),
military, and private citizens. The Vision Council serves as the Secretariat of ASC Z80, which acts as the
liaison between ASC Z80 and American National Standards Institute, and is responsible for meeting
logistics.
ASC Z80 is comprised of several sub-committees that have responsibility for the review and revision, if
needed, of specific standards. Sub-Committee (SC) 1 oversees Standard Z80.1. Current members of SC1
include representatives from industry, optometry, opticianry, and private citizens. Standard Z80.1 has been
reviewed since the publication of the 2010 version. The undersigned constituted the drafting committee for
this revision. The revision has been accepted by ASC Z80 and ANSI, and is in its final stages of publication
for 2015. Changes can no longer be made to this revision at this time, but can be considered for the next
scheduled review.
Nonetheless, amending Standard Z80.1 to dictate when and how thinning prism, or any other aspect of
ophthalmic lens design, should be employed or allowed is not a task within the scope or authority of ASC
Z80. In the US, only certain recommendations within standards for eyewear are mandatory. These are
defined by Federal laws and regulations, and include requirements for impact resistance for both
prescription and non-prescription lenses and for other parameters of occupational safety eyewear (the latter
of which is under the purview of a different ANSI committee, Z87). The great majority of remaining
recommendations are voluntary. For ophthalmic eyewear, examples include prism imbalance, accuracy of
refractive power and orientation, and bifocal segment size and positioning. If a recommendation is not or
cannot be met by the lens manufacturer or optical lab, the lens or eyewear still can be accepted by the
dispensing practitioner, based on the practitioner’s judgment of how it would or would not affect the
patient.
While Standard Z80.1 does reference thinning prism, it does not set any limit or requirement on its use, nor
does it define how to calculate or apply it. Standard Z80.1 merely describes how to measure prism and
prism imbalance in the presence of thinning prism. Similarly, although Standard Z80.1 references “position
of wear” compensations, it makes no attempt to define calculation methods or limits.
Thinning prism has been used for decades to decrease the thickness and weight of both progressive power
lenses and segmented multifocal lenses, most notably Executive bifocals. A landmark peer-reviewed study
investigating the use and acceptance of thinning prism was conducted by Sheedy and Parsons, entitled
“Vertical yoked prism – patient acceptance and postural adjustment,” published in Ophthalmic and
Physiological Optics, Volume 7, Issue 3, in 1987. The researchers concluded that subjects could not
distinguish between 2 prism diopters (p.d.) yoked base down (BD) and zero prism, and that 2 p.d. yoked
BD did not significantly affect posture. They also found that 4 p.d. yoked BD did affect posture and was
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nearly unanimously rejected by the subjects. Since this information has been known for quite some time,
most major lens manufacturers and optical labs purposely limit thinning prism to two-thirds of the add
power when measured at the prism reference point (PRP), the purpose and location of which are defined in
Standard Z80.1. Most manufacturers and labs will provide some mechanism when ordering to further limit
or even prevent the inclusion of thinning prism. It seems unlikely that any manufacturer or lab would
intentionally exceed the two-thirds rule at the PRP, let alone purposely induce as much as 6 p.d., as you
have found; if that did occur, it certainly is understandable that it was not acceptable to the patient!
SC1 will consider reasonable changes regarding thinning prism to future versions of Standard Z80.1.
However, for your immediate needs, we suggest that you contact a knowledgeable representative of your
optical lab or lens distributor in order to determine how you can best control the amount and inclusion of
thinning prism in your lens orders in the future. Again, our understanding is that most major lab systems
have such a mechanism in place.
Thank you for your time and attention.
“Signed”
Karl Citek, OD, PhD, FAAO
Professor of Optometry, Pacific University College of Optometry
Chair, American Optometric Association Committee on Ophthalmic Standards
Diplomate, American Academy of Optometry Public Health and Environmental Vision Section
Drafting Committee, ASC Z80 SC1, Standard Z80.1
“Signed”
Dick Whitney
Carl Zeiss Vision Inc.
Manager, Industry Standards
Chair, ASC Z80 SC1, Standard Z80.1
“Signed”
Rick Tinson
Hoya Vision Care / Optical Laboratories Association
Vice Chair, ASC Z80 SC 1, Standard Z80.1
“Signed”
Michael C. Vitale, ABOM
The Vision Council
Technical Director
Secretariat, ASC Z80 Committee
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ANSI Z80 SC2
Non-Prescription Eyewear Subcommittee Meeting
March 7, 2016, 11:00 AM-3:00 PM
Sheraton Sand Key Resort, Beach Room
Clearwater, Florida
Minutes
Attendees: Karl Citek (chair), Lauren Bianchi, Nick Brown, Carl Buckholt, Keith Cross, Alfredo Duenez,
Tom Hicks, Nick Mileti, Dale Pfriem, Neil Roché, Lyle Rubin, Dan Simonetta, Rick Tinson, Mike Vitale,
Dick Whitney, Greg Williams
1) Call to order: 11:22 AM
2) Introductions & introductory comments
3) Acceptance of Agenda – no changes
4) Acceptance of minutes from the August 24, 2015, meeting – no changes
5) Review of inquiries following publication of Z80.3
a) Clarification of tint requirements and tolerances for gradient tint lenses
Two inquiries from international lens manufacturers. Both involved clarification of
written language in the Standard, not substantive issues that would have required
RFIs and formal responses.
b) Question about stringency of frame requirements, which are now included within the
Standard
Response that requirements are no different or more stringent than current Z80.5.
6) Discussion and review of Z80.31
a) Proposed changes and possible revisions:
i) include tinted readers: reference Z80.3 for luminous, UV, blue light requirements
ii) include plano carriers with segment: incorporate relevant sections of Z80.1
iii) include variable power (i.e., progressive) readers, Tom Hicks and Karl Citek will
bring samples to next meeting – options
1) change title and scope of Z80.31?
2) change Z80.1 and include within that Standard?
3) create new Standard?
4) do not address?
b) Drafting committee: Karl Citek, Keith Cross, Nick Mileti, Dick Whitney
Will work on draft revision and distribute to SC2 participants prior to next meeting
c) Manufacturers will be approached and invited to next meeting and participation in
review process
7) Other business – none
8) New business – none
9) Next meeting: August 21-23, 2016, Clearwater, Florida
10) Adjourn: 1:31 PM
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Frame Subcommittee Agenda
March 7, 2016
Clearwater, FL

Meeting Minutes
Meeting called to order
Introductions
Request for Agenda to be accepted, motion made and approved.
Update on National Adoption of the ISO three. ANSI approved, public review past
with no comment and waiting for National Review of Adoption of Standard –
ending March 23.
Lauren Bianchi presented frame labeling proposal, where standardization of marks
indicating processing requirements, e.g. heat, low heat, no heat; Do not use IPA or
Acetone, etc are to be developed. In the value chain optical laboratories and ECP
will have the highest waited value with this information. Committee recommended
two courses of action: 1st course to ANSI to propose an ISO NWIP (Nick to
distribute to committee for review), 2nd course (if NWIP not approved by ISO)
Vision Council to propose to E&A Division to form a work group for frame
labeling.
No new business
Meeting adjourned.
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ANSI SC4 Subcommittee Meeting Report
March 8th, 2016
Clearwater, Florida
Dr. Carl Tubbs
1.

Steering Committee Meeting March 6th
The Z80.29 Accommodative IOL standard was published in 2015
Z80.30 Toric IOL Update- Will open standard in late 2016 for revision
Z80.35 Extended Depth of focus IOL Update- work will continue March 8th
Documents due for Revision in 2017 as follows:
a. Z80.11 Laser Systems for Corneal Reshaping
b. Z80.12 Multifocal IOL ( will align with current ISO IOL projects)
c. Z80.13 Phakic IOL ( should be able to align with updated ISO 11979-10)
ISO WG7Interim meeting will occur in Stockholm April 24-27, called by Convener Sverker Norby
Of 7 Ongoing Projects, 4 are led by US delegates
11979-10 Phakic IOL- Ongoing revision at CD stage- US-Calogero
11979-7 IOL in aphakic eyes- revision, incorporating new ANSI EDF – US- Tubbs
DTR 22979 (Technical Report) Guidance on assessment of need for IOL design mods
11979-8 – Fundamental Properties IOL
DAmd 15798 Ocular Viscosurgical devices
11979-2 IOL Optical- US- Steve VanNoy
NWI 16672 Endotamponades- NWI Don Calogero- US initiated

2.

Subcommittee Meeting March 7th regarding Extended Depth of focus IOL’s
Met 08:00 to 17:00 March 7th, approx. 27 participants
3rd meeting for novel Standard Concerning Extended Depth of Focus IOL
(No Comparable ISO Standard- we will use ANSI work to incorporate into related ISO docs
Completed comments for body of test and majorAnnexes
Integrated and referenced ISO standards when possible
Integrated items-recommendations from FDA-AAO workshops on IOL’s
(FDA-AAO workgroup also receiving ANSI input via Don Calogero and Gene Hilmantel
Discussions:
Reviewed Scope and Purpose of document- definitions of the devices
Improved general definitions of lens characteristics and functions, allowing some degree
of multifocality design while limiting inclusion of certain multi-peak designs
Discussed and progressed on Lab Optical Characterization of IOL
Newly rewritten Annex A on this section
Characterization concerning MTF function and “unwanted effects” testing
Comparison to approved monofocal IOL and multifocal IOLInclude pathways for parent IOL and no parent IOL
How to define “best” IOL power with respect to A constant, and labelling
How to define and label functional IOL power range for clinical applications
Included discussion of white rather than green light for lab characterization (dissent)
Discussed options for “ideal eye model” for this IOL type- and validated alternatives
Reviewed options for identification of actual IOL “power” and ranges of effectgiven an extended range of functional power, the clinician needs to know where
the “peak” power is, and how to plan for that power in clinical applications, as
well as understand the focus curve characteristics around that peak power, in
both negative and positive directions
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Re-organized Section on Clinical Investigation plan
Cases where approved IOL parent is present or not
Risk analysis and assessment of unwanted visual effects
Other items to develop branch decision tree for clinical testing, bilaterality of study
Reviewed Effectiveness and Safety Requirement sections
Discussed labeling- some clinical application clarification items pending (defocus Curves
and lab measurements as compared to clinical measurements))
Action ItemsSubgroups to meet ASAP to come to consensus for upcoming ISO WG7 interim April 2016
Sub-leaders will review assigned topic sections, and have phone conferences-webX 1-2 months
Ongoing FDA-AAO work with IOL recommendations will be followed and incorporated
Comments and revisions to be incorporated into updated document for full review fall 2016
As soon as major issues are resolved, group will begin work on new document toric IOL Z80.30
Optical Characterization groupwhite versus green light testing
Eye model for EDF lenses- may need to modify standard model
Testing methods for “unwanted visual effects”- some novel to this IOL style?
Clinical Group
Continued revision of clinical studies decision tree
Group sizes and statistics
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Meeting Summary
ANSI Z80 SC6
Instruments & Low Vision Devices Subcommittee Meeting
March 7, 2016
Clearwater Beach, FL
8:00 a.m. – noon


Attendees: Bruce Drum (FDA), Steven Klyce (ASCRS), Robert Rosenberg
(Am Optom Assoc), Thomas White (Am Acad Ophthalmol) (intermittently),
Charles Campbell (intermittently), Bill Brown (Am Optom Assoc)



Status of Standards under SC6 oversight.
ASC Standard #



Standard Name

Deadline next
revision

Z80.17-2013

Focimeters

3/14/18

Z80.23-2013

Corneal topography

11/29/18

Z80.10 - 2014

Tonometers

2019

Z80.28 - 2010

Methods for reporting
optical aberrations of the
eye
(waiting for response to
Notice of Right to Appeal
sent to Steve Klyce,
ASCRS, concerning
ASCRS comments that
were not accepted at the
Aug., 2015, meeting.)

2021?

Z80.21- 2010 (R2015)

Visual Acuity Charts

2020

Z80.9 – 2010 (R2015)

Devices for Low Vision

2020

Z80.36

Light hazard protection for
ophthalmic instruments

New standard.
Distributed for
ballot

Z80.37

Light hazard from operation New standard to
microscopes used in ocular be developed
surgery

Z80.??

Slit-lamp microscopes

New standard to
be developed

Z80.36 Light hazard protection for ophthalmic instruments
– Balloting closed Feb. 26, 2016 and all non-abstention votes cast were
affirmative. No comments were received
…until a couple days ago. Suggestion made to add informative note.
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Not accepted after much discussion yesterday, since it would likely
require re-balloting


Z80.37 Light hazard from operation microscopes used in ocular surgery
o To explicitly describe operation microscopes as an exception for
which10 J/cm2 is used instead of 2.2 J/cm2 in the calculation for
time to reach the recommended maximum exposure for
photochemical aphakic retinal radiance.
– SC6 requests a PINS.

8.

Z80.?? Slit-lamp microscopes –
o To explicitly describe slit-lamp microscopes as an exception for
which10 J/cm2 is used instead of 2.2 J/cm2 in the calculation for
time to reach the recommended maximum exposure for
photochemical aphakic retinal radiance.
– SC6 requests a PINS.

ISO/TC172/SC7/WG6


Systematic reviews (SR) were recently completed and ballots
submitted for the following 3 ISO documents:
o ISO 10939:2007 Ophthalmic instruments – Slit-lamp
microscopes
 US ballot for SR recommended revision with comments:
o ISO 12866:1999 Ophthalmic instruments – Perimeters
 US ballot for SR recommended revision with comments.
o ISO 15004-1 Ophthalmic instruments — Fundamental
requirements and test methods — Part 1: General requirements
applicable to all ophthalmic instruments
 US voted in SR to affirm without revision.



ISO DIS 15004-2 Light hazards –
o US ballot was to AGREE to RESOLUTION 595: to cancel the
work item
Allows formation of a new PG as quickly as possible to continue
efforts to complete and publish an acceptable revision of 150042.



ISO/WD 15253 Merging of 2 standards for low vision: ISO 15253
Ophthalmic optics and instruments -- Optical devices for
enhancing low vision and ISO 15254 Ophthalmic optics and
instruments -- Electro-optical devices for enhancing low vision
o The subcommittee spent time reviewing definitions for optical
and electro-optical devices.
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ISO/DIS 10938: Ophthalmic optics — Chart displays for visual
acuity measurements — Printed, projected and electronic
o Will be distributed shortly for balloting as an FDIS.
o Leaves requirements for clinical optotypes as an informative
annex in ISO 8596 Standard Optotype
 UK and US have proposed combining 10938 and 8596 as a
long term solution.

William L. Brown, Chair
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Subcommittee for Contact Lenses
Sand Key, Clearwater FL

ANSI Z80 CONTACT LENS SUBCOMMITTEE:
CONTACT LENSES and CARE PRODUCTS
Tuesday, March 7, 2016 9:00 am – 5:05 pm
Opening of the Meeting of ANSI Z80 CL Subcommittee: Contact
Lenses and Care Products and the US TAG TC172/SC7/WG9.
The Z80 Contact Lens Subcommittee meeting was opened at 9:00 am,
Tuesday, March 7th, A sign in sheet was distributed for attendees to
document their participation.:
Roll Call of ANSI Z80 Contact Lens Subcommittee Experts in
Attendance. Each person identified themselves to the group in turn
around the meeting table. The participants were:
Quido Cappelli,
William J. Benjamin
Glenn Davies
Paul Ludington
Angelo Green
Greg Williby
Kelly Arnold
Carol Lakkis
Scott Durland
Michelle Mundorf
Ralph Stone
Mary Mowry-McKee
Manal Gabriel
Karen Sentell
Michael Pfleger
Roya Borazjani
James Cook
Filipp Ignatovich

Contact Lens Manufacturers Assoc.
American Optometric Association
Bausch & Lomb, Inc.
Bausch & Lomb, Inc
Food and Drug Administration
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
R. P. Stone Consulting
Alcon Laboratories
Alcon Laboratories
Alcon Laboratories
Alco Laboratories
Cooper Vision Corporation
Abbot Medical Optics
Lumetrics Inc.

The following personnel from the Food and Drug Administration
participated by conference phone
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Jeffrey Brocious
Chandramallika Ghosh
Scott Steffen

Lamont Booker
Joseph Hutter

Dan Fedorko
Denise Hampton

1. Review of Draft Response to ISO TC 172/SC7 WG9
The Subcommittee discussed the recommendation received by our
attorney Mr. Rick Van Arnam and after a small discussion decided to
accept the recommendation to avoid the disclosure of propriety
information in ISO documents and the proposed change to the Saline
clause in ISO 18369-2 was made.
2. 5 Year Review of Z80.18.
Mary Mowrey McKee then asserted that the revisions to Z80.18 were
complete and the subcommittee approved the presentation of the
revised standard to the Parent Committee for a mail ballot of the
membership at the last meeting.
3. 5 Year Review of Z80.20
Ralph Stone, Joe Benjamin and Paul Ludington presented proposed
changes to Z80.20 to reflect the current state of the art in contact
lenses These changes included the addition of Category V to the
Classification of Contact Lens materials and provisions for a newly
developed semi-scleral contact lenses. In addition the entire document
was reviewed for the addition of new definitions, technical and
editorial changes in some specifications. The newly added informative
annexes were also reviewed. Thereupon, the subcommittee approved
the presentation of the revised standard to the Parent Committee for a
mail ballot of the membership.
The chair complemented the subcommittee and in particular Mrs.
McKee, Mr. Stone, Mr. Benjamin and Mr. Ludington for their
dedication in accomplishing of a great volume of work.
4. Draft Measurement Method of Multifocal Contact Lenses.
Paul Ludington advised the subcommittee on the status of the memo
he circulated at last years meeting and remarked on the comments he
received. He stated that upon presentation of the draft to the
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appropriate project group in ISO additional topics were decided on to
be the subject of further work in the group such as measuring
prismatic powers, the alignment of support platforms for measuring
soft lenses in addition to the investigation of multifocal surfaces.
5. ISO Interim Meeting in London, April 2016.
A discussion was held regarding the receipt of a listing of US experts
to SC7/WG9 from ISO which did not agree with the submissions of
experts to the meeting by Joe Benjamin and the restrictions of the
number of experts that can attend project group meetings. It was
decided that we would submit the list of delegates to WG9 and a list
of delegates and observers to the project groups as soon as the
program is sorted out.
ANSI Z80 CL Subcommittee Delegation to London, for April, 2016.
The following are named as Experts to ISO TC172/SC7/WG9:
Paul Ludington
Glenn Davies

James Cook
Manal Gabriel

Carol Lakkis
Samuel Puig
Ralph Stone

Mary Mowrey McKee
Greg Williby

6. Summary of ISO WG9 Contact Lenses and Contact Lens Care
Products
 ISO 11981 Ralph Stone reported that he has received comments
on the circulation of the 11981 document and that he is
soliciting additional sources.
 ISO 18189 Mary Mowrey McKee reported that this draft
standard has been published.
 ISO 18369 1-3 Provisions in this four part series standard have
already been addressed in the discussions listed above.
 ISO 18369-4 Karen Sentell, the Project Leader of this group is
not able to attend the meeting in London and has listed the
topics that need attention.
 ISO 19045-2 Mary Mowrey McKee summarized the status of
this Acanthomoeba disinfection standard. Documents have been
circulated that resulted in the receipt of comments. She also
commented on the characteristics of various potential
disinfectants and the collaboration with Simon Kilvington.
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 ISO 19979 Carol Lakkis reported on the progress of the work
on this standard which relates to the disinfection of multi-use
lenses. It was mentioned that previous work in this area resulted
in the publication of a Technical Specification due to the
apprehension in continuing with the development of this
standard due to the difficulties that will be met and the exposure
that will present itself.

7. Closure of the Meeting.
The next meeting of the subcommittee was announced as August 2123, 2016 in Clearwater Beach.
There being no further business, the meeting was brought to a close at
5:05 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Quido Cappelli
Chairman
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Liaison Report of ISO/TC 94/SC 6 "Eye and Face Protection" to ANSI Z80
Clearwater Beach, Sand Key, FL, March 8, 2016
The full committee of ISO/TC94/SC6 and its working groups last met in Paris, France June 22 –
26, 2014. Thirty-seven delegates representing eleven countries (plenary) were present. Four
delegates from the U.S. were present.
The next meeting of SC6 will take place the week preceding the meetings of ISO/TC172 in
Sydney Australia (the week of 17 October). An interim meeting of the Working Groups of SC6 is
planned for the week of 9 May in Stockholm Sweden.

Work Group Activity Summary / Highlights
WG1 – Definitions:
ISO 4007, the SC6 terminology / definitions is in process of revision.
WG 2 – Test Methods:
A number of new test method documents are being revised and/or going forward as NWI’s:
ISO 18256-1 Occupational and Sports Geometric Optics Test Methods
ISO 18256-2 Occupational and Sports Physical Optics Test Methods
ISO 18256-3 Occupational and Sports Physical and Mechanical Test Methods ISO 18256-4 Headforms
WG 3 – Sunglasses:
ISO 12312-1:2015 Eye and face protection – Sunglasses and Related Eyewear has been revised
and promulgated (October). Sections of the standard having revision(s) are:
-

5.2 Transmittance categories
5.3.2 Requirements for road use and driving
7.6 Impact levels
11.2 Temporal protection requirements
12.1 Information for users

WG3 was asked to review (in liaison capacity) ISO WD TR 20772 from ISO/TC172/SC7 on short
wavelength solar radiation.
WG 4 – Occupational Eye and Face Protection:
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The newly revived occupational product standards have been agreed to be delineated into a
three-part document. Three documents have been approved to progress as NWI (20.20)
development schedule documents:
Part 1: General requirements
Part 2: Welding protectors
Part 3: Mesh eye protectors.
A systematic review of ISO 12609 - Eyewear for protection against intense light
sources used on humans and animals for cosmetic and medical applications Parts 1
(specification for products) and Part 2 (guidance for use) is currently underway.
Work continues within the joint IEC/ISO WG for eye and face protection against
laser radiation.
WG 5 – Sports Eye and Face Protection
WG5 has two new standards which were approved as 20.00 stage development projects
- ISO 18527-1: Draft Standard for Skiing and Snowboarding Goggles.
- ISO 18527-2; Draft Standard for Eye Protection for Squash and Racquet Ball.
WG5 has a NWIP for Swimming Goggles currently being balloted as a 20.00 development
project. The work item has been proposed for U.S. lead.
WG 6 – Guidance on Selection, Use and Maintenance of Eye & Face PPE
This WG continues to progress an eyewear PPE guidance document. The work is in its 2nd first
year of a recently extended (4 year) development schedule.
JWG1 – Joint ISO/TC 94/SC 6 - IEC/76 WG on Eye and Face Protection against Laser Radiation.
The debate between WG members in the current draft document (ISO/WD 19818) defining
resistance class (RC) and optical density (OD) continues. The joint working group will continue its
deliberations in Beijing, late October of this year

Respectfully submitted,
Dale B. Pfriem
Chair, US TAG to ISO/TC94/SC6 c/o
ICS Laboratories, Inc.
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